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WHO WE ARE



Introduction 1

WE CREATE A BACKGROUND TOGETHER.

At Background, we help you create a space of your own with our thoughtful wallpaper 
design and advanced easy-peel technology.  We know that your room and your walls 
tell a lot about who you are, and we want to help make your story as unapologetically 
you as humanly possible. We sell wallpaper that is affordable, easy to use, and most 
importantly, 100% you. 
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WHO WE ARE: 

We are a removable wallpaper company targeted for college students of all types. 
Forget wallpaper only being for classy folk, lets bring wall decoration to the dorm 
room. Or the apartment. Wherever you college kids call your home. 

Our customer loves to freshen up their space and make a statment with their room 
decoration. We know that dorm decoration can be cut-throat, and with our new 
easy peel technology and customization, we make it easier than ever to allow you to 
change your space, and make your room start to feel like home. 

WHO WHAT WHERE HOW WHY
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WHAT ARE WE?

We are a peel and stick wallpaper company that wants you to make the first place of 
your own feel like home. We allow you to completely customize your design, seriously. 
You can blow up a picture of your mom, your cat, or print your own design. Whatever 
makes you feel most at home, we got you. 

Our revolutionary technology is one of a kind.  Never before has wallpaper been this 
easy to use, and this easy to make your own. No need to be stuck to our patterns and 
designs (though they are really cool), and no need to worry about specific size, we 
can print to whatever you want. Just print, peel, and stick. 

WHO WHAT WHERE HOW WHY
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WHERE ARE WE?

You can find us at our online store, and on Instagram at - www.background.com

WHO WHAT WHERE HOW WHY
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HOW DO WE DO IT?

By being 100% customizable, we let you design your dorm like never before. Our 
easy peel and stick system makes it just as easy as hanging your favorite posters. 
You can now change up your space in a major way, without putting holes in the wall 
or painting over them. 

We can also make the wallpaper any size you want. Want your design to be a stick 
up poster? No problem. Just tell us the dimensions you want, and we got you. 

And to add to it, our wallpaper is super affordable. Yes, you can get wallpaper else-
where. But you can’t get wallpaper at our price, with our designs, or any (litearlly 
any) design of your own made just for people like you.

WHO WHAT WHERE HOW WHY
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WHY DO WE DO IT?

We want your first place on your own to feel like home. We know it’s hard to really 
make your place feel like your own, and we are here to ease that pain. No problem. 
We love coming home to a comfortable place just as much as the next person. Plus, 
we give you a chance to really find yourself, and show yourself exactly as you are 
with our custom system allowing you to put whatever you want on your walls. We 
care about how you show yourself to the world, and you should too! 

WHO WHAT WHERE HOW WHY



Manifesto 7

Imagine this. 
You graduate high school and go to college.
You want to make your first home away from home the 
most special and unapologetically you that it can possibly 
be. You decide to get wallpaper with a picture of your 
mom’s face blown up on it because you have separation 
anxiety or you two are just creepily close, or whatever. 

With our help, you can make your home exactly what you 
want it to be. We know that home is a special place - your 
place to show who you are and who you want to be. Take 
those blank walls and let them tell your story. No matter 
how strange, or irresponsible, or ridiculous it may be. 

WE WANT TO KNOW

YOUR BACKGROUND
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OUR VOICE IS: 

   UNAPOLOGETIC

We know that our customer is not afraid to show who they are and neither 
are we. We communicate in a clear and open way,  not afraid to joke with 
our customers about the way we both express ourselves. 
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OUR VOICE IS: 

  FAMILIAR

Our brand is easy to approach and very close to home to what our customer 
already consumes. Our brand voice mimicks what we see on social media, 
very conversational and easy-going, and not afraid to keep it that way. 
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OUR VOICE IS: 

     CANDID

Our customer appreciates truthfulness and transparency in communication. There 
is no need to write as if we know everything, because we don’t. Being honest is our 
go-to, and our voice reflects that. 
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OUR VOICE IS: 

   BELONGING

In interacting with our brand, our customer feels welcome. Our voice reads as 
something they have seen before, and it makes them feel comfortable to read and 
continue interacting. We aim to be like an old trusty friend.



Name & Tagline 12

BACKGROUND
WE’LL SHOW YOU OURS
IF YOU SHOW US YOURS

Both the idea that the walls in your room are 
a literal “background” and that everyone has 
their own story and journey that they carry 
with them and express differently. 

Playful and funny, our tagline portrays our voice while 
at the same time encompassing our brand values. We 
really do care about our customers backgrounds and 
stories, and we want to hear them. 



BRAND IDENTITY
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Logos 14

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

BG

OUR LOGO:

Our primary logo evokes the young, fun loving 
nature of our brand through pattern and text. 
The contrast between the rounded font and 
geometric shapes in our pattern catches the 
eye and works well as a memorable pattern 
and color scheme. The pattern and blocky 
shape mimick the idea of wallpaper itself, 
literally acting as a “background” to the name 
of our brand. Therefore, our brand name 
is always seen on a background. Our third 
logo is meant for  small usage, screen icons, 
instagram profile pictures. Places where our 
logo needs to scale down where our primary 
just won’t cut it. 
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BACKGROUND



BACKGROUND
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BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND

BACKGROUNDBACKGROUND

DO use any of our brand colors or photography as a background for the logo type. 



Logo Dont’s 17

BACKGROUND

background

B A C K G R O U N D

BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND
BACK
GROUND

BACK
GROUND

DON’T manipulate the text in anyway or break them up. DON’T 
use only text with no background. DON’T change the case of the 
type, and don’t change the shape or size of the background. 



Color 18

#EE2B4A #FFCA26 #17B3E8

#000000#FFFFFF

Our colors go back to simple primary colors that evoke a 
youthfulness, and also showing a range of color, from one spectrum 
to the other, to show that you can choose anything in between. 
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OUR PATTERN:

Our pattern is not only used in our logo, but 
on packaging design and on our wallpapers! 
The small shapes inspire our icons, and the 
colors are only seen in these combinations. 
We ask our customers to create their own 
designs and wallpapers, so we felt we 
needed to have our own signature pattern, 
too. This is ours!
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OUR ICONS:

Taken directly from our pattern, it’s a way 
for us to have recognizability and familiar 
shapes throughout our brand. They are 
used to lead your eye around our website, 
as icons on our mobile design, and as added 
design elements on our applications. 
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Cooper Std Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Tablet Gothic Condensed Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Tablet Gothic Condensed Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Main Headline

Sub Head - Eyebrow - CTA

Body Copy
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We’ll show you

If you show us 

OURS

YOURS

YOUR DESIGN ANYWHERE

Upload your design here!

BACKGROUND

ADD TO CART
All of our wallpaper comes with easy peel and stick technology so you 
don’t have to spend hours putting it up or making it perfect. Detailed 
instructions come in each kit, but if you misplace them, you can also 
find them here.
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APPLICATIONS
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Web & Mobile Design 26
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Instagram 30
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WE’LL SHOW YOUR OURS 
IF YOU SHOW US YOURS

BACKGROUND
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Thank you!
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Logo Process



Identity System Progress



Moodboard Evolution



Brand Strategy Evolution

Strategy Process:

Where we started: 

It’s hard to really customize your place without putting a hole in the wall or painting the whole 
room. This is where our wallpaper comes in - change it as you wish, and make your dorm or apart-
ment feel like home!

Where we Ended Up: 

We want your first place on your own to feel like home. We know it’s hard to really make your 
place feel like your own, and we are here to ease that pain. No problem. We love coming home 
to a comfortable place just as much as the next person. Plus, we give you a chance to really 
find yourself, and show yourself exactly as you are with our custom system allowing you to put 
whatever you want on your walls. We care about how you show yourself to the world, and you 
should too! 

*Created a stronger why and brand strategy as seen in Intro section



Peel and stick wallpaper that is 
100% customizable in design and 

size. 

We let you completely 
customize your wall art 

so you can make your 
dorm/apartment feel 

like home. 

Any design, really! 
Have a cool photograph 
you want to make into 
wall art? No problem 
we can make it into a 
background for you. 

We want your first place 
alone to feel like home. We 

know it’s hard to make your 
place really feel like your own, 

and we are here to ease that 
pain. No problem!

Any size, any 
color, any shape. 

And with our 
easy stick, easy 
peel technology.

W
hat

How

Why

Solidifying Brand Strategy



Alternate Application Iterations



Alternate Application Iterations



Photography Style Exploration 


